Withdrawal of the Local Government Assessment Tool and Effective Rule Suspension

As an initial matter, HUD’s withdrawal of the Assessment Tool is in violation of law. Such withdrawal is unauthorized by the AFFH regulation and effectively suspends the regulation, which is already in effect, without due procedures; was not based in sound reasoning or supported by the record; and is contrary to HUD’s duty to affirmatively further fair housing. This regulatory suspension is already causing ongoing damage to the ability of local fair housing groups, community advocates, and state and local policymakers to address fair housing issues within their communities. Continuing suspension of the rule in any form will compound this damage, as would changes to the Assessment Tool that undercut its ability to perform as intended.

Localities that have already completed the Assessment of Fair Housing process, using the Local Government Tool, have benefited greatly. They have gained clear, meaningful fair housing goals that expand housing choice, address discrimination, and promote fair community investments, as identified and prioritized by the communities themselves. See Justin Steil and Nicholas Kelly, The Fairest of Them All: Analyzing Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Compliance.\(^1\) Grantees have also benefited from broader community participation and input, including from a range of groups that the Fair Housing Act is designed to protect. See Comment Letter of the Furman Center at NYU.\(^2\) Until its suspension, the AFH process also was yielding significant opportunities for public housing authorities to collaborate with local governments, and for local governments to collaborate together in examining their fair housing issues and solutions at both the local and regional levels.

The Assessment Tool, along with HUD reviews and past technical assistance efforts, has ensured that communities take this fair housing obligation seriously and that the goals they commit to are specific and meaningful, advance fair housing principles, and reflect the actual needs of the locality and region. For example, the “pass-back” process and other individualized feedback has been an important means of HUD oversight of participants that had failed to follow the Tool’s prompts to generate meaningful goals with metrics, requiring those participants to do better. In other instances, the HUD review process, aided by the consistent Assessment Tool format and its
level of detail, has enabled program participants to avoid employing policies that are inconsistent with their own fair housing obligations.

These benefits are now lost to the majority of communities. The longer the AFH process is suspended, the longer many of these places go without addressing severe fair housing issues. Extensive documentation has shown that the Analysis of Impediments process is deeply inadequate as an alternative. See, e.g., Reforming HUD’s Regulations, The Opportunity Agenda; Hannah-Jones, Nikole, Living Apart: How the Government Betrayed a Landmark Civil Rights Law; GAO-10-905, Housing and Community Grants: HUD Needs to Enhance Its Requirements and Oversight of Jurisdictions’ Fair Housing Plans (2010). Further, those communities that have already undergone the process risk losing the benefits of the cycle of accountability that it is intended to create, because progress on their goal commitments and fair housing issues now will not be evaluated within future Assessments in a timely manner as long as the suspension continues.

The results of continuing housing discrimination and segregation have a deep cost both to society, as well as to individual dignity, security, and opportunity. For instance, over the past several decades, increasingly compelling social science research has documented the harms faced by low income families, particularly children, who grow up in high poverty, segregated neighborhoods. These include health impacts such as heightened risk of severe asthma, increased exposure to lead and airborne toxic chemicals, increased exposure to neighborhood violence, fears for personal safety, and other triggers of toxic stress. Children in high poverty neighborhoods are more likely to attend an under-resourced and under-performing school that also has a disproportionate concentration of low income children, which further hampers learning. Economic segregation is also related to income and wealth inequality, and constraints on upward social mobility. The cumulative effects of exposure to high poverty environments are intergenerational, passing on inherited disadvantage from parent to child. The AFFH rule helps local jurisdictions address these ongoing harms through a step by step analysis that leads to meaningful goals for both community reinvestment and housing integration.

Despite this evident toll and its legislative mandate, HUD is currently failing to affirmatively further fair housing through its funding administration. Although this has been the case for decades, HUD has more recently and fully documented its own failures, in a manner that makes clear the systemic nature and consequences of those failures has been made abundantly clear. Yet HUD is now actively turning away from a system that has been working to further fair housing, and reinstating a system it well knows fails to do so. This means that HUD funding is continuing to support housing policies that fail to break from segregative patterns, and in many cases reinforce them. See Jones, Living Apart, supra.

**AFFH Guidance and Technical Assistance**

The AFH process and Assessment Tool have worked effectively for the communities that have used them. We encourage HUD to build on the early successes and learning opportunities of the initial AFHs, as well as to better deploy the technical assistance resources it has available or has already developed.
For example, HUD should undertake the following steps:

- Publicly post completed Assessments of Fair Housing online for review and reference by participants embarking on the process, as well as by community groups;
- Complete and release guidance documents that it has already substantially generated, such as the “Contributing Factors” overviews;
- Reinstate and adequately staff the Ask-A-Question Portal;
- Reinstate its regional trainings;
- Make publicly available non-acceptance letters, and notify participants of common reasons for non-acceptance, including the failure to include specific goals with metrics that are supported by the AFH analysis;
- Make publicly available the “Technical Guidance” documents developed to accompany non-acceptance letters;
- Issue user-friendly guides to best practices in the use of local data and knowledge, or aid in publicizing the guide already developed by the Urban Institute [cite];
- Issue a single user-friendly guide regarding the AFFH Data and Mapping Tool that both explains functionality and features of the Mapping Tool while also incorporating concepts currently outlined in the AFFH Data Documentation.
- Ensure that the Data Tool is regularly updated and technical issues are regularly addressed.

All of these measures are appropriately undertaken with the Assessment Tool and AFH process intact, and moving forward on schedule. Furthermore, they would enable HUD and its participants to build upon the learning experiences and examples of prior submitters and community members, and HUD’s own initial investments in guidance, in keeping with the regulation.

For all the reasons above, we urge HUD to immediately restore operation of the AFFH rule and use of the Local Government Assessment Tool, and to provide necessary aid and oversight to its participants through adequate technical assistance and AFH reviews.
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